60 Seconds
for a life

a new era: MORE Roads. more Panthers.

The Florida panther is an isolated population of America's large cat also called pumas, cougars, and
mountain lions. Once just a few dozen panthers survived, but the population has now grown to
over 200 adults. Today, road kills are one of the leading causes of death.

Commit to just a minute

Reduced speed nighttime zones exist where panthers are known to
frequently cross roads. Panther activity is greatest between dusk and dawn
when visibility is lowest. At the posted 45 mph speed, driving through a
3-mile-long panther zone only takes an extra minute compared to traveling
at 60 m.p.h. Driving at this rate gives you more time to react - and save a life.

161

Panthers
died on Roads
Between
2014-2019

Good for panthers - and you

The average cost of a speeding ticket issued in a nighttime panther speed zone often exceeds $200
and excessive speeds require a mandatory court appearance. By driving the posted speeds you can
also help our state's panthers and reduce your risk of personal injury and property damage.

GET YOUR
COLOR
DECAL
For your
Vehicle !

I CARE!

www.Panthercrossing.org.

Because I care about panthers and other Florida wildlife,
I commit to drive the posted speeds in designated panther zones.

____________________________________
Printed Name

Get More Forms Like This Plus Driving
Safety Tips for Avoiding Wildlife Collisions at

_______________________________________
Signature

OPTIONAL: ___________________________________________________________________
E-mail for Panther Updates: Unsubscribe at any time.

To receive your YELLOW PANTHER DECAL in person: Bring this form
and 25 cents (to offset decal costs) to any Naples Zoo ticket box.
To receive by Mail: Tape a quarter on this form and mail it along
with a Self-Addressed Stamped Envelope to this address:
Naples Zoo: Panther Decal
1590 Goodlette Rd N.
Naples FL 34102

25

Cents

